
68 American City Flags

CHARLOTTE, NORTH CAROLINA

Population Rank: U.S. ....  # 26
North Carolina ......  # 1

Proportions:  3:5 (usage)

Adopted:  6 May 1929 (official)

DESIGN:  Charlotte’s flag has the city seal centered on a white saltire
on a light blue field.  The seal depicts a tree in the center.  To the left, a
hornet’s nest hangs on the tree.  On the right, a liberty cap bearing the
word LIBERTY hangs on one of the tree’s branches.  Rays radiate be-
hind the tree.  Below the tree, two hands clasp, with 1775 below.  En-
closing this design, CITY OF CHARLOTTE MECKLENBURG
COUNTY curves clockwise over the top of the seal and NORTH
CAROLINA curves counterclockwise below.  Between these inscrip-
tions are two stars.  The seal appears in blue outline on a white field
surrounded by blue inner and outer lines.  A white fimbriation sepa-
rates the seal from the field.
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SYMBOLISM:  The flag closely resembles Scotland’s saltire (St. Andrew’s
Cross), although it may instead be a conscious or unconscious adapta-
tion of a Confederate battle flag.  Blue and white are Charlotte’s official
colors.  The tree represents growth.  The hornet’s nest is a symbol for
the city dating from Revolutionary times.  In the words of a city pam-
phlet, ... in the American Revolution, her citizens fought so fiercely that a
British general compared being in Charlotte to being in a hornet’s nest.  The
Liberty Cap is another reference to the Revolution, showing the desire
of Charlotte’s citizens for freedom.  A further reminder of the American
Revolution is the date 1775, when the Mecklenburg Declaration of
Independence was adopted (the year before the Continental Congress
adopted one for all the colonies).  Overall, the seal and flag suggest a
sense of history and, as a tree can grow from a sapling to a mighty oak,
hope for a grand future is further emphasized by the rays radiating from
behind the tree.

The historical authenticity of the “Mecklenberg Declaration of Inde-
pendence” has been challenged by most scholars who have investigated
the subject.

HOW SELECTED:  Adopted by the city council.

DESIGNER:  Information unavailable.

MORE ABOUT THE FLAG:  Char-
lotte has another flag, adopted in 1985.
It may be considered a government ser-
vice flag, since it is flown outside the
Government Center and its central
charge appears on government vehicles.

It consists of a stylized white crown centered on a green field occupying
about the central three-fifths of the flag overall.  Its center forms an
“M”.  The crown is for unity—all city agencies cooperating for the
good of Charlotte’s citizens.


